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Just a few tips for those of you who are having problems with chain letters, flamers, ETC. ^^
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1 - Chain Letters

1- If you ever get a chain message, and you are not superstitios, don''t do it, nothing will happen
anyway. ^^

2- If something bad DOES happen, think! It may not be the Chain Message. It is only an empty letter.

3- if it is a friendship letter, BE HAPPY. You may be special in the person''s eyes.  If it someone you
don''t know, maybe the person wants to be your friend.

4- Stories like the Tale of Jenny, and The Clown story, may NOT be very nice notes for people. If
someone doesn''t want them, don''t send them to them!! We all have feelings!!

5- If you are scared of a chain letter you got, try deep breathing when you sleep, and avoid sleeping on
your back. that will only make it worse. Also, don''t think about them. think about something you enjoy. ^^

6- If you a scared, anouther thing to do is read, or play a game. :) Those are good ways to make sure
you are not afraid of chain messages.

7- Just because someone sent you a chain message, doesn''t mean you have to do them. Just because
people are doing them doesn''t mean you have to.

8- If the note is a dare, it is more stupid than ever. DO NOT DO IT. It may get you hurt if it is a dare.

9- Lastly, some chain letters a re fun. If you want to do the message, you can, but if you don''t you don''t
have to. ^^ It isn''t THAT important.

 

Those are Chain tips. I hope they help!!!



2 - Flamers

1- If someone flames you, then either ignor them, or flame them back!!!

2- If the flame is pathetic, do not worry. It''s not the end of the world.

3- if it is a severe flame, delete the fame, or before you do so, if it is racism, report it to the staff.

4- If someone constantly flames you, either report it, or tell them to stop bothering you, telling them they
will be reported if they don''t stop.

5- Not everything is a flame. If they say you can do better, but it is still good, that is not a flame, it is a
suggestion.

6- if they flame you all because you are friends with someone else, they are stupid. So what if you are
friends with someone they don''t like? It is not fair for anyone to judge you.

7- If you are a flamer, you might want to pay attention. Why are you flaming that person? Is there
something wrong with you and that person? maybe you can work it out without fighting.

8- Lastly, if you have flamed someone, apologized, but you are still upset for what you did, it is OK. It is
over now, you don''t have to worry about it. Just don''t get others involved, it will make them mad at you
and thereselves.

 

More tips. Hope they help!! ^^
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